Mastercard + Ethoca
Transforming dispute resolution
through merchant-issuer collaboration
Ecommerce is plagued with
complex pain points
Consumer friendly fraud

50%

Chargebacks

$1.50

Nearly 50% of US chargebacks
experienced by digital merchants
are thought to be a result of
friendly fraud1

For every $1 disputed, US merchants
and issuers incur $1.50 more in
chargeback costs1

False declines

331B

US Issuers falsely decline an estimated $331
billion in 2018 (CP + CNP)2

Source: 1. Javelin. The Chargeback Triangle. 2018 2. Aite Group 2018 Study

What is Ethoca?
Ethoca is the world’s largest collaboration network
connecting thousands of card issuers & ecommerce
merchants to transform dispute resolution
Cardholder

Issuer

Merchant

Ethoca Eliminator

Ethoca Alerts

Stops friendly fraud by providing
detailed purchase information to
cardholders and issuers in real-time

Fights chargebacks by delivering
advanced warnings of fraud and
disputes from issuers to merchants

What is Mastercard & Ethoca’s strategy
for avoiding costly chargebacks?

Dispute resolution upstream

Rich intelligence sharing

Scale ecosystem

Move dispute resolution upstream
well before the formal
chargeback stage

Leverage rich data & intelligence
between all stakeholders

Scale collaboration broadly across all
stakeholders in the ecosystem

What is the best
method to move dispute
resolution upstream?
Leverage Ethoca Eliminator, Ethoca Alerts
& Mastercom Collaboration to achieve
+80% reduction in chargebacks

18M+

Transaction inquires/disputes

Ethoca Eliminator: Digital Banking App

Move dispute resolution upstream

How has Ethoca’s
collaboration strategy
impacted the
payments ecosystem?

chargebacks prevented since 2011
thanks to Ethoca Alerts

$3.3B

Ethoca Eliminator: Call Center

Ethoca Alerts: Direct Issuer Connection

value of Ethoca Alerts sent to
merchants since 2011

MC Collaboration: Merchant Network

39M

MC Collaboration: Acquirers

volume of Ethoca Alerts sent to
merchants since 2011

Mastercom Chargeback Process

How can issuers participate?
Mastercard & Ethoca provide issuers with two connection options

Cardholder

Issuer

initiates dispute

feeds dispute to

Ethoca Direct Alerts
Resolved
Avoids a costly chargeback

No resolution
Moves dispute to formal
Mastercom Chargeback process
in Claims Manager

Mastercom
Collaboration

What are the benefits for issuers & merchants
to connect directly to Ethoca Alerts?
Issuer benefits

3DS

Merchant benefits

Fraud & disputes recovered in hours

Stop the fulfillment of fraudulent orders

Reduces losses on low value transactions

Eliminate more chargebacks

Recovery of 3D secure losses

Improve transaction acceptance

Improved customer experience

Improve models to fight future fraud

For more information, email authentication@mastercard.com

